Ostend, 9 January 2020

These unmanned systems will be manufactured in a new factory to be
built in Ostend. PORT OSTEND grants ECA Group a concession for the
building of the factory on the former site of Beliard in the port area. The
plant with a surface of 5000 m2 will be built on this location and will be
operational in 2022.
The investment for the construction of the factory and the start of
production represents around 1OM €. Ali the naval drones (submarines
and surface) of ECA group to be delivered to the Belgian and Dutch navies
will be produced in this factory: the submarine drone (AUV) A 18-M, the
towed sonar Tl 8-M, the surface drone (USV) INSPECTOR 125 and the mine
inspection and neutralization drones (ROV MIOS) Seascan and K-STER
and launch & recovery systems drone-drone as well as surface
equipment.
"ln parai/el with the construction of our plant, ECA Group is looking for
various profiles (including engineers) for the two Belgian sites of its
subsidiary ECA Robotics Belgium: Hainaut in Wallonia where the design
office and the headquarters wi/1 be established, and Ostend in Flanders
to support plant operations. We are main/y /ooking for technica/ staff and
workers for our site in Ostend. The plant is expected to employ over 70
staff in 2-3 years' time. "explains Steven Luys, general manager of ECA
Robotics Belgium.
Since its establishment in 1936, ECA Group has been a leader in the field
of innovation and develops innovative technological solutions for the
detection and clearance of mines. To date, over 30 navies worldwide use
these solutions to make waterways safer. "We are pleased to build our
factory in the Port of Ostend, near the navy and with direct access to the
North Sea. "states Steven Luys.
"ECA Group choses the port of Ostend for various reasons", explains
Charlotte Verkeyn, chair of the administrative board of the Port of
Ostend. "The activities of the group are perfect/y in line with our
expansion vision in various markets. We are strengthening our economic
and social system. The second reason is that they can find everything they
need in Ostend: the premises, the quays, an easily accessible site and a
network of companies.
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"The entire team is working hard on this project since the beginning of
/ast year. This contract proves that we can fulfil our mission: the port as a
driver of sustainab/e employment. ECA Group is /ooking to recruit over
70 interesting profiles, which makes our region attractive to the
workforce." explains Dirk Declerck, CEO of the Port of Ostend.
Bart Tommelein, mayor of the city of Ostend: "Thanks to this new activity,
Ostend proves to be an international knowledge centre. Maritime
Innovation is one of our fundamental cornerstones. The presence of ECA
Group wi/1 accelerate research and development in our port area. I thank
them for their confidence and guarantee the full cooperation of the port
and the city of Ostend in order to ensure the smooth running of
thecompany."

https://www.belgium-naval-and-robotics.be

